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Biography

Herbert Ballantine Gladstone was born in Albany, New York on July 26, 1915 to parents John Elbert and Lillian Ballantine Gladstone. He graduated from Nutley High School, New Jersey in 1932. He went on to receive an A.B. degree from Colgate University in 1937. He was employed by Standard Oil Company in New York City from 1937-1939.

He entered Graduate School at Princeton University, where he was a junior fellow for two years and a Fellow in Music for one and a half years. He was one of the first graduate students at Princeton to receive the Master of Fine Arts degree in Music, June 1942.

During WWII, he was classified as 4-F because of poor eyesight—but remained at Princeton to teach before moving to war work with the College Entrance Examination Board in their test construction division.

He married Whyddon Leigh Wilson on May 29, 1945; they had two sons, Bruce Whyddon and Duncan Linn Gladstone.

From 1946 to 1980 he was a music faculty member at Reed College. He served on many boards and committees: Director of the Friends of Chamber Music in Portland, Oregon; board member of the Portland Junior Symphony as well as the Portland Symphony Society. He was the recipient of a grant-in-aid from the American Council of Learned Societies, 1949, was awarded a Faculty Fellowship from the Fund for the Advancement of Education in 1954-55. He was also a member of the American Musicology Society, as well as the Society for Music in Liberal Arts Colleges. He was a member of Phi Kappa Tau.
Herbert Gladstone died in Portland, Oregon June 2011.

Scope and Contents

The Herbert Gladstone Papers consist of Professor Gladstone’s research notes for a doctoral thesis on the composer, Orlande de Lassus, correspondence with students, faculty and musicians, as well as significant text and image files on the New Savoy Company and Gilbert and Sullivan productions.
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BOX 1

1:1 Ahlgrimm, Isolde; Harpsichord Concert [Correspondence, Notes and Photographs]
1:2 American Council of Learned Societies: Application for Grant and Thesis Support
1:3 Art Work: Drawing in crayon of Herbert Gladstone by his son, Bruce Gladstone
1:4 Art Work: Drawing by William (Bill) Midgette of Herbert Gladstone
1:5 Art Work: Drawing of a tree, signed: “Farnham ‘69”
1:6 Arts Development Committee (Reed College)
1:7 Artworks Invoice (Alan Goodwin)
1:8 Audio (two reel to reel tapes): Recordings of Reed College Drama, Music: Orchestra and Chorus, N.D.
1:9 Biographical Information
1:10 Biographical Information: Colgate University Athletic certificates
1:11 Book Review and notes: “Counterpoint” by Roger Sessions

BOX 2

2:1 Complete List of Orlande de Lassus’ Works
2:2 Copyright for Music Information
2:3 Correspondence: FROM Herbert Gladstone TO Others [18 pieces]
2:4 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Autrey, Robert L. ’53 [1 piece]
2:5 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Avshalomov, Jacob ’43 [1 piece]
2:6 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Ballantine, Duncan: (Reed President) [1 piece]
2:7 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Baxter, Stuart ’59 [1 piece]
2:8 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Burns, Gerald (Jerry): Reed Staff [1 piece]
2:9 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Canon, Robert (Bob): Reed Staff [2 pieces]
2:10 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Crowley, Robert ’49 [1 piece]
2:11 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Edelson, Nathan ’72 [1 piece]
2:12 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Frewen, Thomas F. ’32 [1 piece]
2:13 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Garlan Family [1 piece]
2:14 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: General Letters [98 pieces]
2:15 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Hirsch, Elizabeth [1 piece]
2:16 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Lehman, Florence ’41 (and Reed Staff) [1 piece]
2:17 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: MacNaughton, E.B.: Reed President [3 pieces]
2:18 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Nudelman, E.R. [4 pieces]
2:19 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Odegard, Peter: Reed President [2 pieces]
2:20 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Parker, Robert: Reed Staff [1 piece]
2:21 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Roberts, Warren ’48 [1 piece]
2:22 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Robinson, Gerald H. ’48 [1 piece]
2:23 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Scott, Margaret ’19 (Staff) [2 pieces]
2:24 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Shepard, Ann ’23 (Staff) [1 piece]
2:25 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Sullivan, Richard: Reed President [2 pieces]
2:26 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Unger, Nell (Staff) [2 pieces]
2:27 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Watzek, Aubrey (Trustee) [1 piece]
2:28 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Webster, Dean B. ’16 (Trustee) [1 piece]
2:29 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Whitehead, Carleton ’41 (Staff) [6 pieces]
2:30 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Williams, Lloyd ’35 (Faculty) [1 piece]
2:31 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Youtz, Bernice (Honorary Alumni) [1 piece]
2:32 Correspondence: TO Herbert Gladstone FROM Others: Zollinger, Betty ’48 [1 piece]

BOX 3

3:1 Course Notes: Medieval Music (Non-Reed Classes)
3:2 D'Oyly Carte Opera Company: Public Relations Pamphlet
3:3 “Everything For Your Minstrel Show”: T.S. Denison & Company Catalog, circa 1948
3:4 Faculty Evaluation Committee (Reed College)
3:5 Fine Arts Advisory Committee: Oregon Centennial
3:6 Fine Arts Advisory Committee: Oregon Centennial: Commissions, Budgets
3:7 Fine Arts Advisory Committee: Oregon Centennial; Symphonic Works Commissions
[Includes correspondence from: Darius Milhaud; Samuel Barber; Aaron Copeland; Roger
Session; Igor Stravinsky]
3:8 Fleischer College
3:9 Ford Fellowship
3:10 Ford Foundation: Faculty Fellowship Application (1954-1955)
3:11 Gift Wish-List from Herbert Gladstone to his parents; (toy soldiers)

BOX 4

4:1 Gilbert and Sullivan: Applicants
4:2 Gilbert and Sullivan: Budget, 1959
4:3 Gilbert and Sullivan: Budget, 1960 (Summer)
4:4 Gilbert and Sullivan: Budget, 1961
4:5 Gilbert and Sullivan: Budget, 1962
4:7 Gilbert and Sullivan: Cast: Cole, George
4:8 Gilbert and Sullivan: Cast: Handzlik, Jean
4:9 Gilbert and Sullivan: Cast: Massees (Judy and Mike)
4:10 Gilbert and Sullivan: Cast: Warmoth’s (Arthur and Maryanna)
4:11 Gilbert and Sullivan: Cast: White, Fred
4:12 Gilbert and Sullivan: Cast: Wilkins, June
4:13 Gilbert and Sullivan: Chorus (Girls), 1959
4:14 Gilbert and Sullivan: Chorus (Men), 1959
4:15 Gilbert and Sullivan: Chorus, 1960-61
4:16 Gilbert and Sullivan: Chorus, 1963

BOX 5

5:1 Gilbert and Sullivan: Contracts, 1960-61 (New Savoy Company, Inc.)
5:2 Gilbert and Sullivan: Contracts, 1961-62
5:3 Gilbert and Sullivan: Correspondence
5:4 Gilbert and Sullivan: Editorials and Letters
5:5 Gilbert and Sullivan: Facsimiles of First-Night Programmes (Boxed Set)
5:6 Gilbert and Sullivan: Merry Widow (copy 3)
5:7 Gilbert and Sullivan: Music, choral and vocal scores
5:8 Gilbert and Sullivan: New Savoy Company, Official Letterhead
5:9 Gilbert and Sullivan: Operas, Correspondence and Notes
5:10 Gilbert and Sullivan: Patience
5:11 Gilbert and Sullivan: Patience, Blocking Instructions
BOX 6

6:1 Gilbert and Sullivan: Productions, Miscellaneous Correspondence, Notes
6:2 Gilbert and Sullivan: Programs
6:3 Gilbert and Sullivan: Publicity, 1959
6:4 Gilbert and Sullivan: Publicity, 1960-61
6:5 Gilbert and Sullivan: Publicity, 1962-63
6:7 Gilbert and Sullivan: Rehearsal Schedules, 1962-63
6:8 Gilbert and Sullivan: Repertoire
6:9 Gilbert and Sullivan: Reviews, 1959-63
6:10 Gilbert and Sullivan: TV Shows
6:11 Gilbert and Sullivan: Vancouver, BC, Canada
6:12 Gilbert and Sullivan: various pamphlet series volumes of operas
6:13 Gilbert and Sullivan: Work Folder, 1963

BOX 7

7:1 Gondoliers, or The King of Barataria; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan: Schirmer Ed., book and music
7:2 Good King Wenceslas [Music], by Reed Chemistry Professor John Hancock, 1976-1979
7:3 Governor’s Advisory Committee on Arts and Humanities
7:4 Grand Duke, or The Statutory Duel: W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan: vocal score
7:5 H.M.S. Pinafore, or The Lass That Loved a Sailor; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan
7:6 Haddon Hall; S. Grundy and A. Sullivan
7:7 Harmony, notes and music
7:8 Harmony and Counterpoint
7:9 Harmony Book: 2nd and 3rd copies
7:10 Haydn’s Lord Nelson Mass: Audio Sales from Reed College

BOX 8

8:1 Humanities 210 Lecture
8:2 Humanities Conference, 1962: Reed’s 50th Anniversary Celebration
8:3 In Your Farewells; by Cyprian De Rore
8:4 Iolanthe, or The Peer and the Peri; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan: Schirmer & Hitchcock Editions
8:5 Job Lessons: Office of the Dead
8:6 Job Lessons: Second Set
8:7 Junior Quals
8:8 KBPS: Classical Favorites Schedule, 1983
8:9 Lassus Motets
8:10 Lassus Notes from Groves, I and II
8:11 Lectures: Compleat Winophile (1965 & 1975)
8:12 Lectures: Gilbert & Sullivan (at Lewis and Clark), 1967
8:13 Lectures: Innsbruck: Lied
8:14 Lectures: Meyerbeer & Spohr
8:15 Lectures: Search For the Absolute: a rare view in Music History, 1980
8:16 Lessons: Notes
8:17 Lowinsky, Eduard: Notes
8:18 Lyric Theatre Society
8:19 Lyric Theatre Society, 1968-1969
8:20 Lyric Theatre: Student Prince and Iolanthe, 1968

**BOX 9**

9:1 Merry Widow, Act 1 with Notes; Act 2: Music (Franz Lehar)
9:2 Merry Widow, Act 2: Revision (Franz Lehar)
9:3 Merry Widow, Binders of dialogue (Franz Lehar)
9:4 Merry Widow, Summary sketch and original English version (Franz Lehar)
9:5 Mikado, or The Town of Titipu; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan; Schirmer Ed., copy 1
9:6 Mikado, or The Town of Titipu; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan; Schirmer Ed.: Choruses, copy 1

**BOX 10**

10:1 Motets, 4, 5 & 6: General Texture
10:2 Music 11A and 11B
10:3 Music 13: Counterpoint
10:4 Music 32: Beethoven
10:5 Music 34
10:6 Music 110
10:7 Music 130 and Miscellaneous

**BOX 11**

11:1 Music 202
11:2 Music 230
11:3 Music 334
11:4 Music 351 [aka 35]: Bach, etc.
11:5 Music Catalogs, Scores & Publisher Advertisements
11:6 Music Classes (at Reed College): Exams, Notes and Reading Lists
11:7 Music Drill Questions
11:8 Music: Orchestra Parts
11:9 Musical Quarterly
11:10 New Savoy Company: Finance and Music Drafts
11:11 New Savoy Company: Ford Foundation
11:12 News clippings
11:13 Notebooks: Beethoven’s 9th Symphony: Schenker Translation (Early Period)

BOX 12

12:1 Notebooks: Haydn to Bach, I; Haydn to Bach, II; Haydn to Mozart
12:2 Notebooks: Medieval Music Course; 15th Century Chanson
12:3 Notebooks: Motets of the 13th Century; Motets, 1500-1550, pts. 1 and 2
12:4 Notebooks: Music of the 16th and 17th Centuries; Romantic and Modern Music
12:5 Notebooks: Notes on Reese; Music 201: Basic Forms: Bach-Handel

BOX 13

13:1 Notebooks: Orchestration and Munich Mss: Lassus Motets
13:2 Notebooks: Wagner, Reading Notes; Wagner, Lecture Notes
13:3 Notes on Gabrieli
13:4 Notes on Orlande de Lassus
13:5 Notes: Sibyls, Lateran, Kroyer
13:6 Opera: Spring Productions
13:7 Orchestra Programs (Reed College)
13:8 Pacific Coast Arts Festival Flyer
13:9 Patience (1958 Production): Gilbert & Sullivan
13:10 Patience (1958 Production), Programs: Gilbert & Sullivan
13:11 Patience, or Bunthorne’s Bride; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan; Schirmer Ed.; Music & Dialogue, copy 1

BOX 14

14:1 Photographs; Gilbert and Sullivan: Iolanthe (1957 Production)
14:2 Photographs; Gilbert and Sullivan: Mikado (1956 Production)
14:3 Photographs; Gilbert and Sullivan Productions, Miscellaneous
14:4 Photographs; Gilbert and Sullivan: Patience (May, 1951 Production)
14:5 Photographs; Gilbert and Sullivan: Pirates (1954 Production)
14:6 Photographs; Gilbert and Sullivan: Summer (1959 Productions)
14:7 Photographs; Miscellaneous
14:8 Photographs; New Savoy Company
14:9 Photographs; Reed College Concert and Drama Posters
14:10 Pirates of Penzance, or The Slave of Duty; by W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan: Schirmer Ed. of book, music and chorus
14:11 Podolski, Michel, Lute Concert; (correspondence, music programs and notation, 1960-1973)
14:12 Portland Junior Symphony
14:13 Portland Symphony Society

**BOX 15**

15:1 Princess Ida, or Castle Adamant; W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan: Vocal Score
15:2 Princeton University Commencement Programs: June 16, 1942
15:3 Princeton University Exams
15:4 Princeton University Recruiting Efforts
15:5 Prodigal Son, an Oratorio; Words Selected Entirely from The Holy Scriptures: Arthur Sullivan
15:6 Projects and Grants [Fine Arts, etc.]
15:7 Proposal For Study of Film: To Be Introduced into the Reed College Curriculum
15:8 Proposed Art and Music Center
15:9 Responds of Matins
15:10 Psalm 10; for Christ Church Service, Lake Oswego, OR, 1971
15:11 Reed College Faculty Information
15:12 Rockefeller Foundation Grant (New Savoy Company)
15:13 Ruddigore, or the Witch’s Bane; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan: Scores and Chorus

**BOX 16**

16:1 Savoyard
16:2 Secular Motets
16:3 Sibyls [First Version], with notes
16:4 Sibyls [Old Version]
16:5 Sibyls [Revised Version]
16:6 Slow Introduction in Beethoven’s Symphonies: Herbert Gladstone
16:7 Sorceror; W.S. Gilbert and A. Sullivan: words, music and libretto
16:8 Student Prince; working copy
16:8 Student Prince; working script

**BOX 17**

17:1 Summer Camp: Reed College and Portland Junior Symphony
17:2 Thesis Correspondence
17:3 Thesis: Grant-In-Aid Application
17:4 Thesis: Miscellaneous notes
17:5 Thesis Outline, 1949: Lasso [Lassus] As Composer
17:6 Trial by Jury, A Cantata; W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan
17:7 Vagabond King; notes
17:8 Vagabond King: Tams Whitmark Music Library copies: Chorus Section
17:8 Vienna Trip, 1954-55
17:9 Vienna Visit and Notes
17:10 Yeoman of the Guard, or The Merryman and his Maid; W.S. Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan: Schirmer Ed.: Vocal Score and Chorus

BOX 18 [Oversize Items]

18:1 Princeton University Commencement Photograph, circa 1942
18:2 Musical Notations